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Meredith is not attractive in the slightest. Why does she look like that? She
would scare small children.
All the concepts he holds so dearly in his little albino head are nothing but
sand castles...completely wiped out when the tide (or logic) rolls in.
This person makes Rachel Dolezal look sane and reasonable by comparison.
Also, if you have albinism you are not, by definition, a person of color. If this
tedious pigment-less biological male can insist he's a black woman and
expect the world to accept that...I don't even know what to say.
I don't understand how this Meredith Trans chick gets all these opportunities
to have articles published when (s)he was a stalker / harasser / sociopath?!?!
Albino Black Trans privilege
Why are we discussing trannies here? This is a gay board and trannies are not
one of us. I sympathize with injustice, but I object to having them made a
topic of soulful blabber.
I have a tranny friend and he's not the least bit whiney about loosing his
vagina. He had his corrective surgery and became one of the boys. The
reverse story for guys becoming girls never seems to be a happy one.
What did this one do with its genitalia?
What is wrong with its appearance? Is it some kind of albino?
Ew, what is it! Kill it! KILL IT!
Do women who become men ever behave this badly? I never seem to hear
about it.
This Talusan sounds like a real little shit. And, regardless of whatever her
gender identity might be, she is a biological male behaving in a threatening
way to a woman.
Oh c'mon, the poor deluded dear is an albino Filipina tranny, and not easy on
the eyes either. Do you really doubt she's had a hard life? Focus your hate on
the smug Philly 3 Gay-Bashers rather than this one-tranny army for social
justice.

She's fugly, wonder if she's ever had sex.
Filipino lady boys, trannies, etc are always 100% unhinged.
She's acting like a dude trying to force his way onto everyone else.
as a man who prefers transgirls, got something to say, that transgirl is one
ugly bitch but if she got a got ass and mouth than why not. Not that I would
be in a relationship with an ugly transgirl like that but get all the pleasure out
of it and move on to the next pretty transgirl to be with.
MTF trannies tend to be more looney than a Bugs Bunny cartoon, but the
Asians bring things to a whole other level. Leaving aside the exhibitionism,
hysteric, delusional, self-absorbed and the host of other tendencies trannies
often bring to the table, the Filipino trannies like their women seem to be
universally known for exploitation of men.
Forget pronouns -- Meredith is so sensitive she might claim a split infinitive
as violence against trans women of color.
This Meredith creature must really hate itself. Not only is it a tranny, but also
does the skin whitening creams so popular with Asian women and Michael
Jackson.
Its obvious that this bucket of Tranny Crazy is looking for pain EVERYWHERE.
He finds drama and a reason to play the victim in all situations. Its all about
ME ME ME and he will twist any situation to a reason to scream oppression.
He is an absolute nightmare and a perfect example of why people are quick
to dismiss the Transgender community.
maybe THAT'S why people transition...so they can be a victim.
This guy is fucking delusional. Why he thinks he could possibly pass as a
woman is beyond me. His skin bleaching just adds to the hilarity.
Does Meredith still have her cock?
I hope she didn't cut it off. Or, split it down the middle into a makeshift
vagina.
One of the few ways MTFs can support themselves after 40 is from generous
cockhungry tranny chasers.
I would guess Meredith's story will end very unhappily, especially since she
cannot stay on at Cornell forever.

What is Meredith going to do with her life when she finally gets her Ph.D.?
It's hard to imagine what kind of universities or corporations would put up
with her constant drama and nonsense. No wonder she's dragging her heels
at getting the hell out of Ithaca.
In a few years, meredith will have been kicked out of Cornell for not
graduating, and she will be doing performance art pieces in Williamsburg
which will involve her dumping chocolate sauce over her head and
screaming, "TRANSPHOBIA! PATRIARCHY! HATE!"

